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Some helpful Swedish books
That you might not be aware of
BY ELISABETH THORSELL

1) Svenska Släktkalendern
This set of books started to be published
in 1885, and has since been continued even
today. The first 14 volumes were published under the names Svensk Slägtkalender
and Svenska Ättartal. The compiler was
Victor Örnberg, so the set is also known as
Örnberg’s Ättartal.
From 1912 a new series was started with
the name Svenska Släktkalendern (The
Swedish Family Register), which is still
being published biannually. It has had
many editors during the years, including
me. 47 volumes have been published.
These volumes contains brief genealogies of more than 2,757 different Swedish families. On the web site you will find
indexes, one on all included families, and
one on the origins of the families, ordered
by provinces.
See link on p. 26.

The Colliander family presented in the 1984 volume of the Svenska Släktkalendern (Swedish
Family Register (editor: Ullagreta Carlsson).

2) Herdaminnen
All Swedish dioceses (stift) have books of
most on the clergymen that have served in
the various parishes of the diocese. The
name Herdaminne means “Memorials of
Shepherds.”
The oldest ones are from the 1700s, but
then there is usually a newer set also, and
if possible one should always use the newer
one, as they have been compiled by more
modern research methods, and thus are
more reliable.
In these books you get information about
when and where were born, went to school,
were ordained and the various parishes
they served, and when and where they died,
and sometimes also from what they died.
The compiler also tells if they were good
preachers, and sometimes even if they were
drinkers, or if they were poor and had many
children. Wives and children are usually
also listed. I have many clergymen in
Värmland and in the books about the
diocese of Karlstad I can find much to add
to my genealogy database, as young
clergymen often married clergymen’s
daughters for generations.
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Karlstads Stifts Herdaminne, volume 3, p. 60, by Anders Edestam (1968). The man in the picture
served in the Nordmark parish from 1731 to 1789. His portait still hangs in Nordmark church.
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3) Studentmatriklar
(directories of students)

Part of a page from Smolandi Upsalienes, volume 2, page 440, by Gösta Gideon Molin and Paul
Wilstadius (1968). This page shows when and where Erland was born, his parents, and when he
died, and his career as a clergyman. He was a short man, but pleasant to be with. It also tells that
he had many conflicts with a nobleman who owned a nearby manor, Broddhult, and who wanted
to prove ownership to some of the land that belonged Erland’s clerical dwelling.
Then it tells about his two wives, and their backgrounds, and his children, and what became
of them. Most of the sons became rectors (kyrkoherdar)in various parishes in Småland.
The number 407 above shows that Erland was student 407 to be recorded in the nation register.
Numbers in parenthesises refer to an entry elsewhere in the list of students.
Latin was the learned language, so all students assumed a Latin name when they came to the
university during the 1600s. This custom was abandoned during the 1700s.

Part of a page from Blekingska Nationen 1697–1900 in Lund, by Carl Sjöström (1901). In the
first notice it is told that the student also had brothers at the university. In the second notice is
told the sad story of a student who died young, and had aimed to become a teacher. The third
notice just tells that the student had got a law degree in 1897.
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Before the middle 1800s Sweden only had
two universities, at Uppsala and Lund.
To be a proper student you had to belong
to a special society, called nationer, and
they were organized by where you were
born or had gone to school. This was so in
both Uppsala and Lund.
The nationer were supposed to take care
of you, and help its members in many ways,
small loans, with housing, having a library,
and many things. They were named after
the provinces, so some of them were called
Småland’s nation, Östgöta nation, Västmanland-Dala nation, Stockholm’s nation,
Värmland’s nation, etc.
They still exist but are now not mandatory.
The officers of the nation kept a register of the members, starting in the 1600s.
In many nations they have been the basis
for very detailed directories of the members. The one for Småland in Uppsala for
instance covers eight volumes and starts
in 1595. There is a name index in each
book.
For Lund, a man, Carl Sjöström, compiled these directories for most of the nations there. His directories are found on
Arkiv Digital > Tryckt litteratur > Sweden
> Sjöström 1-10. They cover the years from
the late 1600s to the early 1900s.
Many of these books can be found in
the Family History Library Catalog or
World Cat.
Many books like this are also available
online, so try a Google Search, if you know
the author or the title of the book.
All these books are in Swedish, perhaps
Google Translate can be of help?

Carl Linnaeus, Smolandus Upsaliense.
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